
EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

STORES DEPARTMENT 
 

General instruction to Tenderers for participation through e-tender. 
 
Please find herewith the “General Instruction to tenderers along with special condition for participation through 
e-Tender” for supply of stores material in EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY (ECR). Tenderers should note that no 
manual offers will be accepted for this tender and firms are to submit their offers electronically on official 
website of Indian Railway e-Procurement system (IREPS) i.e. www.ireps.gov.in. For participation in e-tender, 
firms need to get themselves registered with IREPS, if not registered as yet. For any enquiry please contact 
on 09771425774. 
 
Tenderers to note that the tender conditions regarding Entry Tax has been modified and they are 
advised to go through the same carefully in their own interest. 
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EAST CENTRAL  RAILWAY 
 

Office of the  
Controller of Stores, 

Hajipur/Patna. 
 

 
General Instruction to Tenderers for E-Tenders (OT) 

 
1. On behalf of the President of India, the Controller of Stores, East Central Railway, Hajipur, Bihar 

(hereinafter referred to as the purchaser), invites tender for the supply as set forth in the “Schedule of 
Requirements”. 
 

1.1 Should a tenderer have a relative employed in Gazetted capacity in the Stores Department of the East 
Central Railway, or in the case of a partnership firm or company incorporated under the Indian company 
law should a partner or a relative of the partner be employed in Gazetted capacity in the Stores 
Department of the East Central Railway, the authority inviting tenders shall be informed of the fact at the 
time of submission of tenders, failing which the tender may be rejected, or if such fact subsequently 
comes to light the contract may be rescinded. 
  

1.2 Maker’s name and address and Brand of the stores offered must be stated if required as per drawing/ 
specification; otherwise offers are liable to be rejected. 

 
2. The General Manager/ Controller of Stores or any officer authorized on behalf of General Manager does 

not bind himself to accept the lowest or any tender and reserves the right to cancel, reduce or divide the 
contract on more than one source without assigning any reason for such action. 

 
3. Tenderers are advised to quote for minimum 50% of the Tender Quantity failing which their offers are 

liable to be ignored. 
 
4. If required as per drawing/ specification, Manufacturers/ Suppliers trade mark along with year & month of 

manufacturing to be mentioned on the product in such a way that cannot be obliterated. 
 
5. EMD/ SD/TENDER COST:  
 
5.1 EMD 
 
5.1.1  An Amount of EMD as indicated is required to be deposited with FA&CAO/ECR/HJP in the 
form of cash deposit money, pay orders, demand drafts and guarantee bonds excuted by a 
nationalized bank/scheduled commercial bank of India. The amount of EMD to be taken wherever 
applicable.  In case, EMD is encashed, the penalty will be the EMD amount plus (+) GST thereon, 
as per GST rate applicable for the tendered item. EMD to be deposited will therefore be 2% of 
estimated tendered value subject to upper limit of :- (a) Rs.5 lakh for tender value upto Rs.10 Crore 
and (b) Rs.10 lakh for tender valuing above Rs.10 Crore. 
 
5.1.2 Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) will be taken from all tenderers subject to following exemption: 
a. Vendors registered with NSIC up to the monetary limit of their registration for the item tendered. 
b. Vendors registered with railways up to their monetary limit of registration for the items tendered/trade 
groups of the items tendered. 
c. Vendors on approved list of RDSO/PUs/CORE/Railways etc. for those specific items for which they are on 
approved list. 
d. Manufacturers and their authorized agents (having regular agreement) 
e. Registered as manufacturer with other Railways, Government departments for identical items 
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5.1.3 Validity of EMD: EMD should remain valid for a period of 45 days beyond the final bid validity period. 
 
5.1.4 Return of EMD: 
(i) EMD of the unsuccessful bidders will be returned to them within 30 days after expiry of final bid validity. 
(ii) EMD will be refunded to the successful tenderes on receipt of security money. 
 
5.1.5.1 Merely furnishing the details of the manual instrument/document in the commercial rate page will not 
suffice rather the tenderer should ensure to attach scanned copy of the manual instrument/document for cost 
of tender EMD along with their offer and  
5.1.5.2 Further tenderer should ensure that the manual instrument/document towards submission of the 
tender cost and EMD should be received within 10 days from the date of tender opening in the EPS section. If 
the original copy within the prescribed time limit is not received, it will be supposed that the offer has been 
given without tender cost and EMD and will be dealt further accordingly as per extant rule. 
  
5.2 SD 
 
5.2.1 Within 14 days of receiving official intimation, the successful unregistered Tenderers will be required to 
deposit Security Deposit with FA & CAO, East Central Railway, Hajipur as required by the Administration for 
proper fulfillment of the contract. The Security Deposit may be made in any of the following manners: 
 

(i) Government securities at 5 per cent below the market value. 
(ii) Deposit Receipts, Pay Orders, Demand Drafts & Guarantee Bonds of State Bank of India, or any of the     
Nationalised Banks or any Scheduled Commercial Bank. 
(iii) Bond of Indian Railways Finance Corporation and KRCL Bond. 
(iv) A deposit in Post Office Saving Bank. 
(v) Deposits in National saving Certificates. 
(vi) A percentage deduction, ordinarily 10% from periodic payments made on account of supply made. 

 
These Certificates / Bonds may be accepted at their Surrender Value. 
 
5.2.2 Security deposit :- The security deposit (SD) shall be taken from all vendors for contracts above Rs. 1 
(one) lakh, However following specific exemptions may be considered:-  
Vendors registered with railways upto the monetary limit of their registration for the items ordered/trade groups 
for items ordered or vendors on approved list of RDSO/PUs/CORE/Railways etc. for those specific items for 
which they are on approved list of other Railways, Govt. Departments, on their specific request. 
 
5.2.3 The usual security deposit, should, however be taken in case the contracts are placed on 
unregistered/unapproved firms or for items for which a particular firm is not registered/approved. 
 
5.2.4 The amount of SD to be taken, wherever applicable, will be 10% of total value of the contract, subject to 
upper celling limit of Rs.50 lakhs. 
5.2.5 In case of failure of a vendor approved by RDSO/PUs/CORE/Railways etc., for item under procurement, 
the failure report will be forwarded to the concerned  approving agency for viewing such failures seriously and 
maintaining a record of administrative actions taken against  defaulting firms. Apart from this ECR also 
reserve the right to initiate actions against defaulting firms as per contractual obligations on the part of firms.   
5.2.6 Return of SD: After completion of all contractual obligations, SD will be returned to the successful 
supplier within 60 days. 
 
5.2.7 Failure by the firms to deposit SD: If the contractor, having been called upon by the purchaser 
to furnish security fails to make and maintain a security deposit within the specific period, it shall be 
lawful for the purchaser: 
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a. to recover from the contractor the amount of such security deposit by deducting the amount 
from the pending bills of the contractor under the contract or any other contract with the 
purchaser or the government or any person contracting through the purchaser or otherwise 
howsoever; or’ 

b. to cancel the contract or any part thereof and to purchase or authorize the purchase of the 
stores at the risk and cost of the contractor. 

 
NB: Above para are applicable for non-M&P and non-global tender except 5.2.1 
 
 
5.3  “The cost of tender document may be dispensed with for tender documents downloaded 
by bidders”. 
 
6. The Contracts and the supply will be governed by the Indian Railways Standard Conditions of Contract 
(Latest) and Instruction for Guidance of the Contractors issued by the Stores Department of East Central 
Railway.  
 
7. Firms other than those registered with this Railway are required to submit with their tender each of the 
following documents failing which their offers are liable to be ignored. 
 

a. Performance Statement (as per Proforma enclosed) & Equipment & Quality Control 
Statement (as per Proforma enclosed). 

b. Banker’s reference. 
 

8. Technical Clarifications / Drawing/Samples:  
 

a. Any technical clarification regarding drawing/specification can be obtained from the 
Office as indicated in Instruction/Remarks Col. of Tender schedule. 

 
b. Tenderers other than the OEM, if quoting as per their own drawing, should submit two copies 

of their drawing along with their quotation for proper technical evaluation of their offer failing 
which offers are liable to be ignored. 
 

c. The offers should strictly conform to the specified description and drawing/specification in 
schedule of requirements and no samples need be submitted unless so mentioned in tender 
form. When samples are required, the same must strictly conform to description, 
drawing/specification as mentioned in the tender documents. Samples submitted will be 
considered as supplemental and not in suppression to any specification mentioned and such 
samples will only be considered in relation to those points which are not defined in the 
specification. The onus of drawing attention to any particular item in which a tenderer wishes 
his samples to supersede or vary from the tender description/specification lies on tenderer. In 
the absence of specific acceptance in writing to any variation, the purchaser shall be entitled 
to reject any claim for acceptance of supply embodying such variation. 
 
When samples are called for they should be marked, sealed and labeled so as to correspond 
with the item of the tender. They should be sent “freight paid” to the same address as per the 
tender, and arrangements should be made to see that they arrive by the opening time and 
date of the tender, otherwise the offer is liable to be rejected. 
 
Samples submitted by the tenderer which are of the value of Rs. 100/- or less will not be 
returned to them. For samples valuing above Rs. 100/- the tenderer must state on the tender 
form if he requires the return of unaccepted samples failing which they will be retained by the 
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purchaser.  Unaccepted samples will be returned to firms on application who may arrange 
collection of the same from COS office. 
 
Firms with whom orders are placed should refrain from sending advance samples unless 
called for and should make supplies strictly as per tenders or orders placed with them. 

 
 9. Sales tax/Excise duty deleted. GST will be applicable 
 

 

10. Octroi, Entry tax deleted. GST will be applicable 
 

 
11. Price Variation: 
 

a. Unless specified otherwise in the tender documents, the price quoted shall be firm. 
 

b. Tenderers desirous of price escalation on account of raw material in the tenders will please note 
that such escalation claims will be subject to verification by the Financial Adviser and Chief 
Accounts Officer of the East Central Railway with reference to the records that may be called for 
from them. Successful tenderer will be required to produce complete records including position of 
ground stocks available at the time of submission of tender for verification / examination of their 
claims under price escalation before their claims are accepted. 

 
c. If the tenderer fails to establish his claim by producing satisfactory records before the FA & CAO 

of this Railway their claim will be disallowed and/ or proportionately reduced. 
 

d. For Copper/ Lead items (other than signaling/telecom cable items*): Firms offering their rates 
with price variation clause should invariably abide by with the following standard PVC formulae 
and confirm the acceptance of the same in their offer. 

 
 

i) The price of finished product will be based on HCL/ HZL’s declared price of __________ 
(Firm to indicate the name of raw material on which the base price has been taken) 
prevailing on __________  (date to be indicated). The basic price is based on Rs. 
________ per Kg + ED _____% + ST ______% (Whichever is applicable). 

 
ii) The prices of finished product will increase or decrease in the ratio of _________ (firm to 

indicate variation ratio) based on HCL/ HZL’s declared price for _______ (Name of Raw 
material) 30 days prior to the date on which the materials are offered for inspection. 

* For signaling/Telecom cables, the price variation as per latest IEEMA as specified in the 
schedule of tender shall be applicable. 

e. For Steel items: Tenderers desiring variation in price arising from change in steel/ pig iron prices 
may quote their rates on the understanding that the base rate will be adjusted for variation in the 
WPI sub group index relating to Iron & steel as existing 2 months prior to the month of inspection 
over that which was prevailing one month prior to the month of tender opening. Admission of any 
claim in this regard will be subject to the supplier furnishing all the supporting documents. 

 
f. For IS: 2062 Gr A material: PVC will be acceptable only as per M/s SAIL’s base price. Firm, 

however, will have to quote a clear-cut formula to define the PVC. Base price, as existing one 
month prior to the month of inspection, which has been quoted by the tenderer as base rate will 
only be applicable for calculation of price variation.  

 
11.1 Evaluation of inter-se ranking of tenders- effect in change of statuary tax regime: for statuary 
taxes/duties, all the offers shall be evaluated as per tax regime as applicable on the date of tender opening. 
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12. Imported Items: 
 
Manufacturers may kindly note that railways would prefer to deal direct with them without the intersession of 
agent and therefore , they should quote direct. 
 
12.1 Quotations in Foreign Currency :- 
 
     12.1.1  Please note that , in case of Quotations in Foreign Exchange the firms should quote on FOB basis. 
 
    12.1.2  Foreign firms quoting direct against the enquiry and who want Indian agents/Associated and /or 
servicing facilities in India should indicate in their offer the name of their Indian Agents/Associates of the 
representatives they have for servicing in India. They should quote F.O.B /F.A.S price, exclusive of the 
amount of remuneration or commission provided for the Indian agents /associates .It should be understood 
that the purchaser will indemnify the supplier against payment of such  commission to the Indian /Associates 
in rupees in India in respect of a contract arising out of invitation to tender , where the Indian 
Agents/associates remuneration or/commission covers a part of the price against the tender. 
  
Tenderer should give break up of price (Gross FOB , Net FOB, CIF, Agency commission, if any as included ) 
and indicate place of delivery (FOB int. port/ Destination) , etc. 
 
   12.1.3 Payment to foreign firms: 100% of the cost of stores against irrevocable letter of Credit against 
Inspection certificate and delivery documents. 
 
  
The  Agency commission payable by the tenderer to his Indian agents shall be indicated in the offer form in 
foreign currency. However , Agency commission finally payable to the tender’s agent in India under the 
contract will be converted to Indian Rupees at the telegraphic transfer buying rate of exchange ruling on the 
date of acceptance of offer and shall not be subject to any further exchange variation. The agency 
commission shall be paid in non-convertible Indian Rupees at TT buying rate as on the date of PO in terms of 
the contract only after successful completion of the contract and acceptance of the stores by the consignee. 
 
Besides above , following particulars are also to be furnished failing which their  offers are liable to be ignored. 
 

(i)       The precise relationship between the foreign manufacturers/principals and their Indian 
agents/associates. 

(ii)      The mutual interest which the manufacturers/principal and the Indian Agents/ Associates have in 
the business of each other. 

(iii)      Any payment which the Agent/Associate receives in India or abroad     from the 
manufacture/principal whether as a commission for the contract or as a general retainer fee ; 

(iv)        Indian agent’s income tax permanent Account number 
(v)        All service to be rendered by the Agent/Associate whether of general nature or in relation to the 

particular contract and the facilities/infrastructure available with them for the same. 
(vi)       Past performance if any. 
(vii) Contractor/Seller shall guarantee towards warranty of the material supplied for the period for 24 

months for the date of receipt/30 months from the date of dispatch. Any material found defective 
within the guarantee period will be replaced by the contractor at free of cost at the place of 
delivery and all the cost for such replacement supply to be borne by the contractor/Seller.   

(viii) The amount of agency commission payable to the Indian Agent will not be more that what is 
specified in the agency agreement between the tenderer ( i.e the foreign principal) and the Indian 
agent. A certified photocopy of the Agency commission agreement must be submitted along with 
the offer. 

(ix)       The Indian agent will be required to submit a certificate, along with their agency commission bill, 
confirming that the amount claimed as agency commission in the bill has been spent/will be spent 
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strictly to render services to the foreign principal, i.e, M/s….. ( i.e the contractor) in terms of 
agency agreement. The purchaser or their authorized agencies and/or any other authority of 
Govt.of india shall have rights to examine the books of the Indian agent and defect or 
misrepresentation in respect of the afore indicated confirmation coming to light during such 
examinations will make the foreign principal ( i.e, the contractor) and their Indian agent liable to be 
banned/suspended from have business dealing with Indian Railways, following laid down 
procedure of such banning/suspension of business dealings.  
 

12.2 Imported Stores offered by Indian Agent in Indian currency:  
 

Any authorized dealer/agent/recognized industrial distributor quoting on behalf of their foreign principal in 
Indian Rupees shall have to comply with the following:- 

12.2.1 Indian  Agents while quoting on behalf of foreign principals are required to invariably furnish their 
agency agreement and break up prices in INR ( including FOB, CIF, Landing Cost) along with the 
principal’s Proforma invoice along with their offer in support of the price quoted. 
 
12.2.2 Proforma invoice however, may be accepted in exceptional cases where, it is not possible to obtain 
the invoice before the contract is placed. 
 
12.2.3 The Tenderer must note the aforesaid condition of submission of furnishing principal’s 
invoice/proforma invoice has to be complied with and ultimate failure in this respect will make their offer 
liable to be ignored. 
 
12.2.4 The tenderer shall have to undertake in the tender to comply with the following- 
a) Consent to furnish copy of customs out passed bill of entry for the goods, relevant to each consignment 
manufacturer’s Test and guarantee certificate issued by the manufacturer, Copy of bill of landing/AWB 
relevant to the consignment; Copy of commercial invoice of the foreign manufacturer/principals relevant to 
each consignment. 
b) Current and valid authorization/dealership certificate of foreign manufacturer/principal. 
c) Compliance of sea/air worthy packing condition in manufacturer’s original packing with manufacturer’s 
temper proof seal and compliance of the packing condition as laid down in IRS conditions of contract para 
-1800. 
Failure to comply with any of the aforesaid conditions as referred above will make the offer liable to be 
rejected. 
 
12.2.5 Any additional expenditure incurred on account of customs duty and exchange Rate variation 
during pendency of the contract will be on contractor’s account. 
 
12.2.6 Inspection is to be done by authorized representative of RA/Berlin prior to dispatch. 

 
 
13. ECR/ CLW/ DLW/ DCW/ ICF/ RCF/ RDSO/ CORE/SSI Restricted Items: 
 

a. The Railways reserve the right to procure entire or bulk quantity from ECR/ CLW/ DLW/ DCW/ 
ICF/ RCF/ RDSO/ CORE approved sources.  

 
b. If the item is to be procured from ECR restricted sources (i.e. CME/CEE restricted), then 

RDSO/Zonal Railway/PU approved sources for that item will be treated at par with ECR approved 
sources. 

 
c. Wherever necessary, as per policy of procurement, bulk purchase will be made only from those 

firms who have been approved by RDSO/PUs/CORE etc for such ordering before opening of 
tender to manufacture and supply the item. The tenderes are to enclose copies of such approval 
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letters along with their offers. The status of the firm will be reckoned as on the date of tender 
opening and not thereafter. But in case of downgrading/removal/ suspension/banning etc after 
opening of tender, such changes shall be taken into account while considering the offers. 

 
d. If the tendering firm(s) is not approved as mentioned above, as on the date of tender opening, 

then they must submit their credentials in details, i.e., Machinery & Plant, Testing facilities, QAP 
and Technical Manpower etc. In deserving cases, their offers may be considered for 
developmental orders after assessment of capacities/ capabilities by nominated approving 
authority. Onus of getting such an approval from nominated approving authority within 90 days, 
i.e., the normal validity of an offer against an Advertised tender will lie with the tendering firm(s). 

 
e. All unapproved tenderers must submit attested photocopies of POs, inspection certificates and 

receipt notes/certificates related to the maximum quantity of material under procurement, 
successfully supplied by them in any single order placed on them over the preceding three years 
by any zonal railway/PU. Such tenderers are to note that non-submission of such documents shall 
be taken as their not having any such past performance and their offers shall be considered 
further as per extant rules and no back reference in this regard will be made to them. 

f. In deserving cases, the offers from new suppliers may be considered for developmental orders up 
to 20% only after confirmation of their capacities/capabilities by nominated approving authority. 
Failure to furnish requisite credentials as mentioned above will make their offer liable to be 
ignored. 

 
g. If the tendering firm(s) is not approved by RDSO/PUs/CORE as mentioned above, as then they 

must submit their credential details i.e. Machinery and Plants, Testing facilities, QAP, Technical 
Manpower, etc.  

 
NB: Also see para 14 below. 

 
14. Materials being procured from Likely sources (Firms having satisfactory past performance): 
 

a. Firm should submit a performance report of having supplied similar materials to Indian Railways 
failing which their offer is liable to be ignored. The specimen Proforma is enclosed. 

 
b. The Railways reserve the right to place orders for either entire or bulk quantity on firms having 

proven satisfactory past performance and may consider other firms for educational orders only 
provided they submit credentials like copies of Purchase Orders for same or similar items of other 
Zonal Railways along with I/C & R/ Note along with their offer failing which offer is liable to be 
ignored. 

 
14.1 ISI products will be preferred over materials conforming to IS specification. Tenderers offering ISI 
marking stores must indicate the following: 
Details of ISI licence held by them with its validity period, photo copy of license and list of stores for 
which they are authorized to put ISI marks 
 
14.2 For the electrical items like frost free refrigerators, fluorescent tube lights, room air conditioners 
and distribution transformers, unless the specification indicated in the contract, only products with at 
least 3 (three) star rating will be considered for purchase. 

 
 
15. Materials being procured from manufacturers or their authorized agents :  Only manufacturers or 

their authorized dealers need to quote with authorization (supported by agency agreement with principal 
manufacturer) from the manufacturers failing which offers are liable to be ignored. 
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16. Conditions for procurement of steel items (Applicable to IS: 2062 Grade A only) 
 

a. The Railway reserves the right to order entire or Bulk quantity on main producers, i.e., M/s SAIL/ 
IISCO/ TISCO or sources approved by RDSO for IS: 2062 Grade B/ C in part-I list or BIS 
approved sources for IS: 2062 Grade A. Firms to quote with copy of current & valid approval 
letter. 

b. If the tendering firm is a re-roller (approved by RDSO/ BIS) then they should comply with the 
following: 

 
i) They must indicate the name of the RDSO approved steel maker/ integrated steel making 

unit/ main producers from where they shall take supplies of Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms to 
manufacture material under procurement. 

 
ii) If the tenderer happens to procure Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms from RDSO approved steel maker 

unit/ integrated steel unit then: 
i. A certificate in original from such RDSO approved steel maker/ integrated steel 

making unit confirming the arrangement between the tenderer and themselves and 
also confirming that Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms shall conform to the governing specification 
is to be furnished. Such certificate should be specific with reference to the tender 
under consideration. 

ii. Such RDSO approved steel/ integrated steel unit should furnish the details of MIC 
number, detailed chemical analysis of the heats against which Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms 
have been manufactured to facilitate inspection by the nominated inspection 
agencies. The tenanting firm, i.e., the said re-roller is to submit relevant documents 
like signed commercial invoice etc. to establish that the required ingot etc. actually 
have been purchased by them from the concerned RDSO approved source. Such 
details and documents are to be produced at the time of inspection and also with 
each consignment. 

iii) If tenderer happens to procure Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms from main producers, then the 
tenderer will submit relevant documents like material test certificate, commercial 
invoice etc. issued by such main producer to establish that the Ingot/ Billets/ Blooms 
have actually been produced from such main producers. These documents are to be 
produced at the time of inspection and also along with each consignment. 

iv) Nominated Inspecting Authority must categorically confirm in the inspection certificate 
that material has been inspected at the works of the firm with further clarification as to 
where the ingots have been made and rolled.  

v) Failure to comply with the aforesaid conditions will make the offer liable to be 
ignored. 

 
c. Procurement of M&P: Only manufacturers should quote else traders must submit tender specific 

authorization from their OEM with clear stipulation that after sales service will be provided by 
them. 

 
17. Denial Clause: This tender is subject to denial clause as under: 
 

a. Supplier will not be entitled to any benefit due to change of any statutory levies, custom duty 
variation, Exchange rate variation and any change in price element whatsoever those affect the 
total value of the Purchase Order, which come after expiry of the original Delivery Period as per 
Purchase Order/ Letter of Credit. 

 
b. Purchaser will be entitled to any benefit due to change of any statutory levies and any change in 

price element whatsoever those affect the total value of Purchase Order, which come after expiry 
of Original delivery Period as per Purchase order/ Letter of Credit. 
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18. Fall Clause:  Will not be applicable 
 
19. Inspection Of Stores: Stores are to be inspected by RITES/ RDSO/ Consignee/ RA, Berlin (For 

imported consignment) only at the manufacturer’s works. Inspection against MTC/ GC only is normally not 
acceptable and such offers are liable to be ignored. 

 
a. Materials peculiar to Railway such as parts & fittings of Rolling stock except raw material, which 

have been found rectified during inspection and which could not be rectified are required to be 
defaced by the inspecting authority to avoid recycling of such rejected materials and to avoid 
ultimate failures of assets. All such rejected materials peculiar to Railways should be 
mechanically defaced to prevent sale to Railways again. 

 
b. In case the firms fail to offer the material for inspection against inspection call issued to inspecting 

agency or if the material have to be re-inspected due to rejection of the material at firm’s premises 
by inspecting agency or due to non dispatch of material within validity of inspection certificate then 
50% of the inspection charges applicable for the offered quantity subject to maximum of Rs. 
5,000/- and actual test charges incurred will be paid by the supplier to inspecting agency. 

 
c. In case the purchase orders are placed on traders/ agents for the items, which are peculiar to the 

Railways, traders/ agents should indicate the source of supply and inspection to be carried out at 
their manufacturer’s premises rather than traders/ agents’ premises and the material be 
dispatched from the premises of manufacturer to the consignee directly without routing 
through the traders/ agents premises to ensure genuineness of quality of the materials. Above 
conditions will not be applicable for the items where inspection is being carried out against MTC/ 
GC or by the Consignee in view of urgency. 

 
d. For all POs valuing more than Rs 1 lakhs, inspection by RITES/RDSO/DOI/Any other agency as 

specified in the tender condition is mandatory. 
 

e. All inspection certificates should be accompanied by the relevant test reports. 
 
20. Validity of Offers: Offers should be valid for 120 days failing which it will be considered as deviation 

from tender condition. Such offers will be treated as unresponsive offer and the same will be liable to be 
ignored. 
 

21. Rates:  
 

a. If the rates are not quoted on F.O.R destination basis, the amount of freight charges by 
Goods/ Passenger train/ Road transport should be indicated clearly & separately. The firm 
should note that they would be responsible till the safe arrival of the goods at the consignee’s end. 
Purchaser will not pay separately for transit insurance, if any, i.e., transit insurance shall be borne by 
the supplier.  
b. Conditional discount other than discounts offered for quantity will not be considered for adjudging 

the inter-se position. 
 

c. The purchaser deserves the option to give a purchase/price preference to the offers from Public 
sector units and or from Small scale/cottage Industries Units, over those from other firms, in 
accordance with the policies of the government from time to time. The price preference above 
however, cannot be taken for granted and every endeavor need be made by them to bring down 
cost achieve competitiveness. 
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22. Marking of material: The tenderer should agree to indicate the Manufacturers Name, Month and Year of 
manufacturing by casting/ stamping/ etching/ embossing, at an appropriate place of each piece supplied, 
without affecting the functional utility and structural stability of the components/ material.  However, if the 
same is not possible because of component/ item being small in size or any other reason what so ever, 
tenderers should indicate the same in their offer. 

 
23. All Non- IRS conditions of Contract must be avoided. Firm should accept the IRS conditions. 
 
24. Intending tenderers may attend opening on due date. Tenders with estimated cost below Rs. 10 lakhs will 

not be read out. 
  
25. Payment Terms: Payments terms given below are ECR’s normal payment terms. Offers deviating from 

this are liable to be ignored without any back reference to the tenderer. 
 

a. For orders valuing up to Rs. 1 Lakh, 100% payment will only be made against R/ Note for stock 
items and on acceptance of the material by consignee for Non-stock items and no part payment 
will be made. 

 
b. For orders valuing more than Rs. 1 Lakh, the normal acceptable payment terms is 95% Advance 

payment against proof of despatch/ receipt and I/C and balance 5% against R/ Note or 100% 
against R/ Note. 

 
c. For orders valuing more than Rs. 1 Lakh, no part payment below Rs. 1 Lakh will be made unless 

it is against the last supply.  
 

d. For M&P items, the normal acceptable payment term is 80% Advance payment against receipt of 
material and I/C and balance 20% after successful commissioning/installation of the equipment 
with BG if applicable. 

 
e. Tax Credit for VAT: The firm will submit its bill with the following certificate:- We hereby declare 

that additional set offs input tax credit to the tune of Rs----( in figures  and words)  has accrued 
and accordingly the same is being passed on to the purchaser and to that effect the payable 
amount may be adjusted. 

 
f. EFT scheme: For payments to be made through Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) scheme, 

vendors are required to register for this scheme as per the format available with 
FA&CAO/ECR/HJP.  

 
The practice of issuing cheque on outstation RBI branches would be discontinued w.e.f. 
30.08.10. Hence, outstation payees have to ensure their accounts with the bank branches 
enabled with RTGS/NEFT or else work out an arrangement to receive funds to their 
account through core banking system. 
 
The model mandate form required to be filled up to participate in the payment mechanism 
through RTGS/NEFT is attached. Vendors may kindly go through the model letter from a 
User to a prospective Destination Account Holder also as attached. 
 

26.a. It should be noted that if a contract is placed on a higher tenderer as a result of invitation of 
tender, in preference to a lower acceptable offer, in consideration of offer of earlier delivery, the contractor will 
be liable to pay the Government the difference between the contract rate and that of the lowest acceptable 
tender on the basis of final price F.O.R destination including all elements of freight, Sales Tax, Local taxes, 
duties and other incidentals in case of failure to complete supplies in terms of such contract within the date of 
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delivery specified in tender and incorporated in the contract. This is in addition and without prejudice to other 
rights under the terms of contract. 

a. Any firm quoting on behalf of OEM or any approved source/manufacturer (as the case may 
be) must submit valid and current agency agreement/dealership certificate along with their 
offer and agree for inspection by the nominated agency (as the case may be) at the premises 
of the manufacturing unit of their principal, failing which the offer is liable to be rejected. 

b. The unregistered/untried new tenderers must submit the credentials of the manufacturer and 
Bankers’ solvency certificate & evidence of financial standings. 

c. Wherever all or most of the approved firms quote equal rates and cartel formation is 
suspected, Railways reserve the right to place order on one or more firms with exclusion of 
the rest without assigning any reasons thereof. 

d. Firms are expected to quote for a quantity not less than 50% of tendered quantity. Offers for 
quantity less than 50% of tendered quantity will be considered un-responsive and liable to be 
rejected in case cartel formation is suspected. Railways, however, reserve the right to order 
on one or more firm any quantity. 

e. The firms who quote in cartel may please note that their names may be deleted from the list 
of approved sources. 

 
27. Time is the essence of contract and time required for effecting the supplies should be stated in 

unambiguous terms. Earliest guaranteed delivery should be quoted. The Tenderers should indicate the 
date of commencement of supply and the date of completion of supply with monthly supply schedule. The 
Penalties for defaults, arbitration and L/D clauses will be as per IRS conditions of contract. 

 
28. Splitting of tendered quantity:  
 

28.1.1 The purchaser reserves the right to distribute the procurable quantity on one one or more of the 
eligible tenderers. Zone of consideration of such eligible tenderers will be the right of the purchaser. 
28.1.2 Wherever such distribution/splitting of the tendered/procurable quantity is made, the quantity 
distribution will depend upon the differential of rates quoted by the tenderers (other aspects i.e. adequate 
capacity cum capability, satisfactory past performance of the tenderers, outstanding orders load for the 
Railway making the procurement, quoted delivery schedule vis- a- vis the delivery schedule incorporated 
in the tender inquiry, etc being same/similar) in the manner detailed in the table below: 
 
Price differential 
between L1 & L2 

Quantity distribution ratio between L1 & L2 

Upto 3% 60:40 
More than 3% & 
upto 5% 

65:35 

More than 5% At least 65% on the L1 Tenderer. For the quantity to be 
ordered on the L2 Tenderer, TC/TAA should decide 
keeping in view conditions laid down in para (iv) (b) (iii) 
and (iv) at page 3 of board’s letter dated 15.10.07 

 
 28.1.3 If splitting of quantity is required to be done by ordering on tenderers higher than the L2 tenderer, 
then the quantity distribution proportion amongst the tenderers will be decided by 
transparent/logical/equity based extrapolation of the model as indicated above. 
28.1.4 The purchaser reserves the right to counter offer the lowest acceptable rate for bulk ordering to the 
higher tenderer(s). In the event of rejection of such counter offer(s), the purchaser will reserve the right to 
decide on the quantity distribution ratio/proportion. 
28.1.5 In the cases of inadequate capacity cum capability, dissatisfactory past performance, large quantity 
of outstanding orders (liquidation of which will take very long time) etc., the purchaser shall have the right 
to distribute the procurable quantity amongst tenderers with due consideration to these constraints and in 
such a manner as would ensure timely supply of materials in requisite quantity to meet the needs of 
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operation, maintenance, safety, etc of the Railways, regardless of inter-se ranking of the tenderes and in a 
fair and transparent manner with due conformity to the principle of natural justice and equity 
28.2 It may be noted that ordering on part II approved vendors, as per extant directives of Board, shall not 
construe splitting of the procurable quantity. 
 

 
29. Firms quoting any deviations from the tender conditions/ requirements should specifically mention all such 

counter offers in a separate sheet.  
 

30. Recovery of Liquidated Damages for delayed supplies during extended delivery period in supply of 
contract. 
(a) Upper limit for recovery of Liquidated damages in supply contracts will be 10% (Ten percent) of value 

of delayed supplies irrespective of delays, unless otherwise provided, specifically in the contract. 
(b) “Railway should recover from the contractor as agreed liquidated damages and not by way of penalty, 

a sum equivalent to 2% (Two percent) of the price of any stores (including elements of taxes, duties, 
freight, etc.) which the contractor has failed to deliver within the period fixed for delivery in the contract 
or as extended for each month or part of a month during which the delivery of such stores may be in 
arrears where delivery thereof is accepted after expiry of the aforesaid period, subject to a maximum 
of ten percent of value of the delayed supplies.” 

 
 

31. Special condition for Suspected Cartel Formation 
31.1 Wherever all or most of approved firms quote equal rates and cartel formation is suspected, 

Railway reserves the right to place order on one or more firms with exclusion of rest without 
assigning any reason thereof. 

31.2 Firms are expected to quote for quantity not less than 50% of tendered quantity. Offers for 
quantity less than 50% of tendered quantity will be considered unresponsive and liable to be 
rejected in case cartel formation is suspected. Railways, however, reserve the right to order on 
one or more firm any quantity. 

31.3 The firms who quote in cartel are likely to be deleted from the list of approved sources.  
 

32. Special Conditions for Bearings required for Electric locomotives and EMUs 
 
a) The brands of bearings approved for procurement for various applications shall be as appearing in the 

relevant list of RDSO/CLW (as the case may be). 
b)  For all imported bearings of FAG/SKF/Timken/NSK/NTN, their Indian Associates, i.e. FAG India, SKF 

IndiaTimken India, NSK India & NTN India will be treated as manufacturer. 
c)  Offers of either the manufacturers for respective brands approved by RDSO/CLW (as the case may be 

) or their authorized agents with tender specific authorization will only be  considered. Orders will also 
be placed accordingly. 

d)  Inspection will be done by the  Railway’s nominated agency at the premises of the manufacturer or at 
the premises of the authorized agent only to the full satisfaction of the inspecting authority. Any offer 
with visual inspection clause or inspection against MTC & GC will not be accepted. In case of 
inspection at premises other than manufacturers  premises, inspection will be done in presence of 
manufacturer’s representative. 

e)  For imported consignment in case of order being placed on authorized agents, they (authorized agents) 
will have to deposit security deposit as per IRS condition, when asked under the advance acceptance, 
for due execution of the contract within a guaranteed delivery period. This is irrespective of the fact as 
to whether the firm is registered with RDSO/CLW/RCF/ICF/Zonal Railways/Other PUs. However, if 
the orders are being placed on Indian associates of the foreign principals, viz. M/s FAG Bearings India 
for FAG/imported make, M/s SKF India for SKF/imported make, M/s NSK/Japan make and M/s 
Timken India for Timken/USA make, then they may be exempted from depositing SD in term of para 
5.2. 
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f)  For imported consignments, firms will have to give consent to furnish copy of custom out passed Bill of  
Entry, maker’s test and guarantee certificate relevant to each consignment, copy of bill of lading/AWB 
relevant to each consignment, copy of commercial invoice  of the foreign makers at the time of 
inspection and supply. 

g)  In case of order being placed on authorized agents, the manufacturers will have to give a guarantee for 
satisfactory execution of the contract by their authorized agents by issuing letter to that effect. 

h)  The bearings are to be supplied in makers original cartoon and from the country of origin as approved 
by RDSO/CLW (as the case may be). 

 
33. Special Conditions for Paint items 
 

a) The tenders must enclose the approval of the nodal approving agencies of Paint as mentioned in 
the table given below along with their officers. (Refer clause 19). 

 
 Paint item Approval required 
i Exterior Finishing & undercoat paints to  

IS: 8662/93, Knifing stopper Putty to  
IS: 5083/88, Varnish exterior finishing to  
IS: 524/83 

ICF approved manufacturer to respective 
specification 

ii Paint Plastic Emulsion white to  
IS: 5411(Part –II)/1972 

ICF approved manufacturer to IS: 8662/93 

iii i) Paint interior finishing & undercoat to  
IS: 133/93 
ii) Aluminium Paint to IS: 2339/63 
iii) Red Oxide Zinc Chrome Priming to  
IS: 2074/92 
iv) Paint bituminous Black to IS: 9862/81 
v) Black Japan type A to IS: 341/73 

ICF approved manufacturer for the paints of 
respective IS specification  

iv Paint bituminous Black to IS: 158/81 RDSO approved manufacturer as well as the 
firms approved by NSIC under single point 
registration scheme. 

v All other ready mix paints except those under 
SI.No.III, IV above. 

RDSO approved firms for Bridge & Wagons 
paints as well as steel structures and other 
applications. 

 
 

b) Packing Clause: 
 

i Aluminium Paints to IS: 2339/63 4Ltr. New Dual non-returnable metal containers . 
ii Knifing Stopper Putty to  

IS: 5083/88 
20 Kg. to 35 Kg. new non-returnable metal containers 
confirming to IS: 2552/89, Grade-BII 

iii All other paint items 20 Ltr. New non-returnable metal containers conforming to 
IS: 2552/89,Grade-BII  

 
Any counter offer in this packing clause as mentioned above will render the offer to be ignored. 
 
c)  Requirement of NTH Certificate. 

i) No NTH Certificate is required to be submitted for following paints items: 
 - Interior finishing and undercoat paints to IS: 133/93 
 - Exterior undercoating paints to IS: 8662/93 
 - Paints exterior off white to IS: 8662/93 
 - Paints exterior Cherry Red to IS: 8662/93 
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ii) For all other paints items valid NTH certificate no older than 6 years as on the date of tender opening 
 is required to be submitted along with offer without which the offer shall be ignored without any 
reference to the firm. Onus for submission of certificate exclusively lies with the tenderer. 
 
d) Brand name should be quoted for all exterior paints.  

 
34. Special Condition of Tender for M&P item: 
 

i. Railway reserves the right to purchase from reliable and established manufacturers or their authorized 
agents. Tenderers are requested to furnish the satisfactory proof of their capacity/capability along with 
the list of the M&P and performance statement giving copies of orders executed by them for the 
same/similar item during the last five years. Tenderer not submitting these requisite information may 
note that their offer is liable to be ignored. 
 

ii. Tenderers shall quote their item-wise rate for concomitant accessories/essential spares, which are 
required to be supplied along with the equipment/machine for commissioning. The price evaluation of 
offer/inter se ranking will be based on the rate of equipment/machine along with such concomitant 
accessories/essential spares on FOR destination basis. 
 

iii. Tenderers shall quote their rates separately for optional/recommended spares of their 
machine/equipment. Railway shall have option to purchase or not to purchase the spares from such 
list which will be purely need based and therefore, their rate shall not be taken for evaluation of inter 
se ranking of offer and shall be evaluated separately. 

 
iv. Tenderers, who are OEM. must give undertaking for supply of spare parts for a period of expected life 

of the machine/equipment. Other tenderers must submit undertaking from OEM for supply of spare 
parts for a period of expected life of the machine/equipment. The expected life/duty cycle shall be 
specified. 

 
v. Purchase shall be made from the manufacturer or their authorized agent. Name, Address & Fax 

numbers of the manufacturer should be mentioned and valid manufacturer’s authorization, in case of 
authorized agent, should be submitted along with the offer, failing which the offer is liable to be 
ignored. If any Indian agent quotes for any imported product, they should submit principal’s proforma 
invoice indicating Nett/Gross FOB/CIF cost and agency commission included therein along with their 
offer, failing which the offer is liable to be ignored. 

 
vi. In case the Tenderers quote for purchase order to be placed on agents, for the items which are 

peculiar to Railways they should indicate the source of supply, place of manufacture and place of 
inspection to be carried out at their manufacture’s premises/agents premises, to ensure genuineness 
of quality of the material. 

 
vii. Tenderers should furnish para-wise technical compliance of tendered specification. The deviations 

from tendered specification, if any, should be clearly mentioned in the offer. 
 
viii. Warranty:- warranty period for M&P will be 24 (twenty four) months from the date of commissioning 

and proving out of M&P. A maximum period of 2 (two) weeks will be allowed for attending and 
rectification of faults during the warranty period. Maximum down time during the warranty period will 
be 2% (two percent) for online M&P and 10% (Ten percent) for off line M&P calculated on quarterly 
basis. 

 
ix. The BG shall remain valid for 30 months from the date of commissioning which will include 24 Months 

warranty period and & six months claim period. The Bank Guarantee shall be released only after 
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satisfactory performance of machine for a period of 24 Months from the date of commissioning of the 
machine. 

 
x. Tenderers are required to quote their rates in Indian currency only unless the tender are invited 

otherwise. 
 

xi. Inspection:- Inspection of M&P items will carried by inspecting agency specified in schedule to 
tender. 

 
xii. Payment term: To be as per clause 32C of general conditions of the bid document charges for 

installation and commissioning separately quoted if any, shall be released only after successful 
installation/commissioning and prove out of the machine by the indentor. The contractor during 
commissioning of the equipment will also train Railway staff in operation and maintenance of 
equipment supplied. 

 
xiii. Annual maintenance contract (applicable if mentioned in tender schedule):- Tenderers are 

required to quote for post warranty annual maintenance for a period of five years after expiry of the 
warranty period of the M&P along with their offers, 
 

a. Tenderers are required to mention such AMC schedule of such Annual periodic maintenance 
along with offers giving the charges for AMC maintenance schedule and other details of items 
to be used in such preventive maintenance. 

 
b. The charges of Annual preventive maintenance schedule for five years along with the cost of 

items to be used in preventative maintenance schedule during these five years are payable to 
supplier and sum total of these charges would be included in the FOR destination price 
quoted for M&P for the purposed of comparative evaluation of offer. 

 
c. Tenderers are required to give the cost of essential spares and service charges for each item 

of works of repair of M&P outside preventive maintenance contact. These charges will not be 
included in the price of M&P for the purpose of comparative evaluation of offers. 

 
d. The terms & conditions of AMC must clearly specify the maximum down time and maximum 

response time. 
 
 
xiv. Delivery period: - The delivery of stores specified in the resultant contract shall be the essence of 

contract. The “Delivery” includes supply, installation and commissioning as required.  
a. On receipt of Purchase Order and prior to delivery the General Arrangement Drawing(GAD) etc., 

if required for foundation/mantling etc., shall be got approved by the purchaser of his authorized 
representative well within a time frame so that installation/commissioning of equipment/machine 
can be completed within period specified. 

b.  Failure to do so shall call for invocation of cancellation of P.O or extension of time period subject 
to the liquidated damage as shown below, at the discretion of the purchaser: 

 
(A)    In the event of contractor’s failure to have M&P commissioned by the time specified in the 

letter of acceptance or contract, purchaser may withhold, deduct or recover from the 
contractor as penalty, a sum @ 2% (two percent) of the price of M&P which the contractor 
has failed to commission as aforesaid for each and every month (part of a month being 
treated as a full month) during which the M&P may not have been commissioned, subject 
to upper limit of 10% (ten percent) of contract value. 
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(B)    Penalty of 0.5% (zero point five percent) per week of the contract value will be levied for 
delay in response time for attending and rectification of faults beyond specified time during 
the warranty period as detailed above. Maximum penalty to be levied on account of 
warranty failure will be 5% (Five percent) of the contract value calculated during whole of 
warrantee period and after that if there is any delay on the part of supplier, purchaser shall 
be entitled for encashment of WG Bonds, In such cases the bad performance of firm 
during the warranty period, the same will be recorded and circulated to all Railways. The 
same will be given due regard in deciding future orders on the firm and when evidence to 
the contrary is not available; the firm’s offer may be even rejected. 

 
xv. Packing:- The contractor shall pack at his own cost the stores sufficiently and properly for transit by 

Rail/Road/Air and/ or sea as provided in the contract so as to ensure their being free from loss or 
damage on arrival at their destination. The Inspecting Officer may reject the stores if the stores are 
not packed and/or marked as aforesaid and in case where the packing materials are separately 
prescribed, if such materials are not in accordance with the terms of the contract. Such rejection of the 
stores by the inspecting officer shall be final and binding on the contractor. 

 
xvi. The contractor shall be responsible for all loss, destruction, damage or deterioration of or to the stores 

from any cause whatsoever while the stores after approval by the inspecting officer are awaiting 
dispatch or delivery or are in the course of transit from the contractors to the consignee or, as the 
case may be, interim consignee. 

 
xvii. The contractor shall alone be entitled and responsible to make claims against a Railway 

administration or other carrier in respect of non-delivery, short delivery, misdelivery, loss, destruction, 
damage or deterioration of the goods entrusted to such carrier by the contractor for transmission to 
the consignee or the interim consignee as the case may be. 
 

35. Lowest offerer’s Evaluation Criteria: For multi item or single item with multiple consignees – inter-se 
position will be decided on aggregate i.e. total case value wise unless otherwise indicated in terms of  
(a) item-wise (b) consignee wise (c) Item + consignee wise.  In case of tenders processed through e-tender on 
official website of IREPS- www.ireps.gov.in , the evaluation criteria will be item-wise & consignee-wise. 
 
36. All offers will be governed by IRS conditions of contract unless otherwise specified in this bid document. 
37. Rate of discount, if any is to be indicated at the place specified which otherwise will not be 
considered. 
 
38. Submission of Tender Cost: Firms are to be submit cost of tender as mentioned in the tender schedule or 
otherwise their offer will be liable to be ignored. 
 
39. For the guidance of the bidders, Check sheet is enclosed and the same may be filled up. 
 
40. Revised Special Condition of Tender:- 
 

a. Security Deposit : The tenderers while offering their rates for the procurement of 
safety items (for value more than Rs.15 lakhs) must agree to deposit security money 
alongwith their offer itself as there is no exemption available to the firms in this 
category, on any ground. 
 

    (i)  Octroi, Entry tax, Toll tax deleted. GST will be applicable 
b.  (ii) “Tenderers are advised to give break up of basic rate, GST, Freight (upto 

Consignee Store) of finished goods separately”. 
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c. “The cost of tender document may be dispensed with for tender documents 
downloaded by bidders”. 
 

d. Validity : The tenderer must adhere to the validity as given in particular tender . 
 

e. Payments Term : The tenderer must agree to the payments terms indicated in a particular 
tender. 

 
f. Inspection : The tenderer must agree to the inspection clause given in a particular tender. 

 
g. Delivery period : The tenderer must agree for the delivery period as given in a particular 

tender. 
NOTE:   

(i) In case of any deviation/silence/contradiction in respect of above conditions (a) offer 
of the tenderers will be summarily rejected without any back reference/ 
correspondence. 

(ii) In case of any deviation/silence/contradiction in respect of above conditions (b to g) 
offer of the tenderers are liable to be rejected. 

(iii) The above condition will supersede any stipulation about these conditions appearing 
in the tender document elsewhere. 
 

Special tender conditions regarding GST :- 
 
40.1 For the tenders opening after roll out of GST - All the bidders/tenderers should ensure 

that they are GST compliant and their quoted tax structure/rates are as per GST Law.. 
 
40.2. As Goods and Services Tax : - All the bidders/tenderers should ensure that they are GST 
compliant and their quoted tax structure/rates are as per GST Law. They should have GST 
Registration Number. 
 
(i) Tenderers should clearly indicate separately ex-works basix price, packing charge, forwarding 
charge, GST applicable with HSN code and Freight charge upto destination, in the respective field 
of the Financial Offer form. Tenderers are requestedto refrain from quoting vague terms like “GST 
as applicable”. 
(ii) Denial Clause : 
Supplier will not be entitled to any benefit of upward statutory variation in GST rates Announced 
after expiry of the original Delivery period as per purchase order & in case of reduction in GST 
rates if any, benefit will be passed on to Railway at any stage of the contract.  
(iii) Tenderers will examine the various provisions of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 
2017 (CGST)/Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (IGST)/Union Territory Goods and 
Services Tax Act, 2017 (UTGST)/respective state’s State Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 
(SGST) also, as notified by Central/State Govt. & as mentioned from time to time and applicable 
taxes before bidding. Tenderers will ensure that full benefit of Input Tax Credit (ITC) likely to be 
availed by them is duly considered while quoting Rates.  
(iv) The successful tenderers who is liable to be registered under CGST/IGST/UTGST/SGST Act 
to Railway at the time of submission of offer/after conclusion of contract, without which no 
payment shall be released to the tenderers.  
(v) In case the successful tenderers is not liable to be registered under CGST/IGST/UTGST/SGST 
Ac, the Railway shall deduct the applicable GST from his/their bills under reverse charge 
mechanism (RCM) and deposit the same to the concerned Authority. 
(vi) The offer will be evaluated based on the GST rate quoted by bidders, while quoting it is 
responsibility of the bidders to ensure that they are quoting correct GST rate and HSN No. If they 
quote erroneous GST rate and HSN No. then the liability for payment of the difference in GST 
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amount if any, at a latter date will lie with the bidders until the same is changed by statute after the 
opening of tender and within the original delivery period.  
(vii) In exceptional circumstances if a firm has not quoted specific rate of GST, their offer shall be 
evaluated as per tax regime as applicable on the date of tender opening. 
 
Payment of GST : the bidder should comply the following while forwarding their bill : 
(i) The rate of GST at present legally leviable  in this case is .......% as assessed by the concerned 
authority. The claim for GST on each bill should be supported by following certificate.  
(ii) Certified that the GST charged on this bill is not more than is legally leviable and payable under 
the provision of the relevant act or rules made there under.  
(iii) Certified that the amount of Rs. Claimed as GST in this bill is in accordance with the provision 
of the rules in all respects and the same has been actually paid to the authorities concerned in 
respect of the stores covered by the bills.  
(iv) GST will be paid on production of documentary proof. It is hereby declared that all input 
credits has been passed on to Railways while submitting the bills. We further agree to pass on such 
additional duties and set off as may become available in future is respect of all the inputs used for 
the manufacture of the final product, on the date of supply by way of reduction in price and advise 
the purchaser accordingly. 
 
 
41. Beneficial and preferential treatments to MSEs in pursuance to the Public Procurement Policy vide 
notification No. 503 dt.23.3.12 as printed in the gazette of India and circulated by Railway board vide 
L.No. 2010/RS (G) 363/1 dt. 5.7.12 :- 
 
 
(1) Tender sets shall be provided free of cost to MSEs registered with the following agencies for the 
item tendered. 
* District industries centers. 
* Khadi and village industries commission. 
* khadi and village industries board 
* Coir Board 
* National Small Industries Corporation 
* Directorate of Handicraft and Handloom 
* Any other body specified by Ministry of MSME. 
 
 
(2) MSEs registered with the above agencies for the item tendered will be exempted from payment 
of Earnest Money. 
 
 
(3) In tenders, participating MSEs quoting a price within price band of L1 + 15% shall be allowed 
to supply a portion of the requirement by bringing down their price to L1 price in a situation where 
L1 price is from someone other than a MSE and such MSEs can be together ordered up to 20% of 
the total tendered value. 
 
 
(4) Every central ministry or department or public sector undertaking shall set an annual goal of 
procurement from micro and small enterprises from the financial year 2012-13 and onward with the 
objective of achieving an overall procurement of minimum of 20% of total annual purchase of 
products produced and services rendered by micro and small enterprises in a period of 3 years. 
After a period of three years i.e. from 01.04.15, overall procurement goal of minimum 20% shall be 
mandatory, annual goal of procurement also include subcontracts to micro and small enterprises 
and consortia of micro and small Enterprises formed by National small industry corporation. 20% 
out of this 20% (i.e. overall 4%) of procurement of goods and services will be from MSEs owned 
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by scheduled caste or schedule tribes (SC/ST) entrepreneur. In the event of failure of such MSEs to 
participate in the tender process or meet tender requirement and L1 price, 4% sub-target of 
procurement earmarked from MSEs owned by SC/ST entrepreneur shall be met from other MSEs. 
 
 
(5) Ministry or department or PSU shall continue to procure 358 items (Appendix to the  
Notification) from Micro and small enterprises, which have been reserved for exclusive purchase 
from them. 
 
(6) While computing the overall achievement against the 20% goal, the computation shall also 
include the procurement and sub-contract made from MSEs by 

a. large scale vendors of Railway units and 
b. Consortia of MSEs (as vendors to Rly.units) formed by NSIC 

 
(7) (I) MSEs who are interested in availing themselves of these benefits will enclose with their 
offer the proof of their being MSE registered with any of the agencies mentioned in the notification 
of Ministry of MSME indicated below:- 
 
(i) District Industries Centers. 
(ii) Khadi and Village Industries Commission. 
(iii) Khadi and Village Industries Board. 
(iv) Coir Board. 
(v) National and Small Industries Corporation. 
(vi) Directorate of Handicraft and Handloom. 
(vii) Any other body specified by Ministry of MSME. 
(II) The MSEs must also indicate the terminal validity date of their registration. 
 
Failing (I) & (II) above, such offers will not be liable for consideration of benefits detailed in MSE 
notification of Government of India dated 23.03.12. 
      

 
42. Public Procurement (Preference to Make in India) clause as per  Order-2017 vide 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry Letter No. P-45021/2/2017-B.E.-II dtd.15.06.2017 and 
CRB/Rly. Bd’s letter no. 2015/RS(G)/779/5 dtd.16/03/2018,   “ It is certified that this tender 
complies with Public Procurement Policy Order 2017 dtd. 15.06.2017”, for details vendors 
may please see the Order 2017 of Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Govt. of India. 

This Order is issued pursuant to Rule 153 (iii) of the General Financial Rules 2017. 
1. Definition: For the purposes of this Order: 

‘Local content’ means the amount of value added in India which shall, unless otherwise 
prescribed by the Nodal Ministry , be the total  value of the item procured (excluding net 
domestic indirect taxes) minus the value of imported content in the item (including all 
customs duties) as a proportion of the total value, in percent. 
‘Local supplier’ means a supplier or service provider whose product or service offered for 
procurement meets the minimum local content as prescribed under this Order or by the 
competent Ministries/Departments in pursuance of this order. 
‘L1’ means the lowest tender or lowest bid of the lowest quotation received in a tender, 
bidding process or other procurement solicitation as adjudged in the evaluation process as 
per the tender or other procurement solicitation. 
‘Margin of purchase preference’ means the maximum extent to which the price quoted by 
a local supplier may be above the L1 for the purpose of purchase preference. 
‘Nodal Ministry’ means the Ministry or Department identified pursuant to this order in 
respect of a particular item of goods or services. 
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‘Procuring entity’ means a Ministry or department or attached or subordinate office of, or 
autonomous body controlled by, the Government of India and includes Government 
companies as defined in the Companies Act. 
 

2. Requirement of Purchase Preference: Subject to the provisions of this Order and to any 
specific instructions issued by Nodal Ministry or in pursuance of this Order, purchase 
preference shall be given to local suppliers in all procurements undertaken by procuring 
entities in the manner specified hereunder: 
 
a.  In procurement of goods in respect of which the Nodal Ministry has 

communicated that there is sufficient local capacity and local competition, and 
where the estimated value of procurement is Rs. 50 lakhs. the provisions of sub-
paragraph b or c as the case may be, shall apply. 
 

b. In the procurements of goods which are not covered by paragraph 3a and which 
are divisible in nature, the following procedure shall be followed: 
 
i. Among all qualified bids, the lowest bid will be termed as L1 if L1 is from a 

local supplier, the contract for full quantify will be awarded to L1 
 

ii. If L1 bid is not from a local supplier, 50% of the order quantity shall be 
awarded to L1 Thereafter. The lowest bidder among the local suppliers, 
will be invited to match the L1 price for the remaining 50% quantity 
subject to the local supplier’s quoted price falling within the margin of 
purchase preference, and contract for that6 quantity shall be awarded to 
such local supplier subject to matching the L1 price in case such lowest 
eligible local supplier fails to match the L1 price or accepts less than the 
offered quantity, the next higher local supplier within the margin of 
purchase preference shall be invited to match the L1 price for remaining 
quantity and so on, and contract shall be awarded accordingly In case 
some quantity is still left uncovered on local suppliers then such balance 
quantity may also be ordered on the L1 bidder. 
 

c. In procurements of goods not covered by sub-paragraph 3a and which are not 
divisible and in procurement of services where the bid is evaluated on price alone 
, the following procedure shall be followed: 
 
i. Among all qualified bids, the lowest bid will be termed as L1, if L1 is from a 

local supplier the contract will be awarded to L1. 
 

ii. If L1 is not from a local supplier, the lowest bidder among the local suppliers 
will be invited to match the L1 price subject to local supplier’s quoted 
price falling within the margin of purchase preference and the contract 
shall be awarded to such local supplier subject to matching the L1 price. 
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iii. In case such lowest eligible local supplier fails to match the L1 price, the local 
supplier with the next higher bid within the margin of purchase preference 
shall be invited to match the L1 price and so on and contract shall be 
awarded accordingly. In case none of the local suppliers within the margin 
of purchase preference matches the L1 price then the contract may be 
awarded to the L1 bidder. 
 

3. Exemption of Small purchases: Notwithstanding anything contained in paragraph 3 
procurements where the estimated value to be procured is less than Rs. 5 lakhs shall 
be exempt from this Order. However, It shall be ensured by procuring entities that 
procurement is not split for the purpose of avoiding the provisions of this Order. 
 

4. Minimum Local content: The minimum local content shall ordinarily be 50%. The 
Nodal Ministry may prescribe a higher or lower percentage in respect of any 
particular item and may also prescribe the manner of calculation of local content. 

5. Margin of Purchase Preference: The margin of purchase preference shall be 20%. 
 

6. Requirement for specification in advance: The minimum local content, the margin 
of purchase preference and the procedure for preference to make in India shall be 
specified in the notice inviting tenders or other form of procurement solicitation and 
shall not be varied during a particular procurement transaction. 
 
 

7. Government E-marketplace: In respect of procurement through the Government E-
marketplace (Gem) Shall, as far as possible, specifically mark the items which meet 
the minimum local content while registering the item for display, and shall, wherever 
feasible, make provision for automated comparison with purchase preference and 
without purchase preference and for obtaining consent of the local supplier in those 
cases where purchase preference is to be exercised. 
 

8. Verification of local contact. 
 
a. The local supplier at the time of tender, bidding or solicitation shall be required 

to provide self-certification that the item offered meets the minimum local 
content and shall give details of the location (s) at which the local value addition 
is made. 

b. In cases of procurement for a value in excess of Rs, 10 crores. the local supplier 
shall be required to provide a certificate  from the statutory auditor or cost auditor 
of the company (in the case of companies) or from a practicing cost accountant or 
practicing chartered accountant (in respect of suppliers other than companies) 
giving the percentage of local content. 
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c. Decisions on complaints relating to implementation of this Order shall be taken 
by the competent authority i.e. PHOD/CHOD of procuring department, which is 
empowered to look into procurement-related complaints relating to the procuring 
entity. 

d. Nodal Ministries may constitute committees with internal and external experts for 
independent verification of self-declarations and auditor’s/ accountant’s 
certificates on random basis and in the case of complaints. 

e. Fee for complaints : Fee for filing a complaint under the order shall be 
Rs.10,000/- per case. The complaint shall be filed in the office of the PCMM. 
The fee shall be depositedwith the oice of the PFA/ECR. 

f. False declarations will be in breach of the Code of Integrity under Rule 
175(1)(i)(h) of the  General Financial Rules for which a bidder or its successors 
can be debarred for up to two years as per Rule 151(iii) of the General Financial 
Rules along with such other  actions as may be permissible under law. 

g. A supplier who has been debarred by any procuring entity for violation of this 
Order shall not be eligible for preference under this Order for procurement by 
any other procuring entity for the 

Duration of the debarment. The debarment for such other procuring entities shall 
take effect prospectively from the date on which it come to the notice of other 
procurement entities, in the manner prescribed under paragraph 9th below. 

h. The Department of expenditure shall issue suitable instructions  
              the effective and smooth operation of his this process, so that. 

I. The fact and duration of debarment for violation of any procuring entity 
are promptly brought to the notice of the Member-convener of the 
standing committee and the Department of expenditure though the 
concerned Ministry /Department or in some other manner; 

II. On a periodical basis such cases are consolidated and a centralize list or 
decentralized lists of such suppliers with the period of debarment is 
maintained and displayed on website(S); 

III. In respect of procuring entities other the one which has carried out the 
debarment the debarment takes effect prospectively from the date 
uploading on the website(S) in the such a manner that ongoing 
procurements are not disrupted. 

10.  Specifications in tenders and other procurement solicitations: 
a. Every procuring entity shall ensure that the eligibility condition, in respect of 

previous experience fixed in any tender of solicitation do not require prop of 
supply in other countries or proof of exports. 

 
b. Procuring entities shall Endeavour to see that eligibility condition, including on 

matter like turnover, production capability and financial strength do not result in 
unreasonable exclusion of local suppliers who would otherwise be eligible, 
beyond what is essential for ensuring quality or creditworthiness of the supplier. 
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c. Procuring entities shall, within 2 month  of the issue of this order review all 

existing eligibility norms and conditions with reference to sub-paragraphs ‘a’ and 
‘b’ above. 

 
d. If a nodal Ministry is satisfied that Indian suppliers of an item are not allow to 

participate and/ or compete in procurement by any foreign government, it may, if 
it deems appropriate restrict or exclude bidders to that country from eligibility 
from procurement of that item and/ or other item relating to that Nodal Ministry. 
A copy of every instruction or decision taken in this regard shall be sent to the 
Chairmen of the standing committee. 

 
e. For the purpose of sub-paragraph 10 d above, a supplier or bidder shall be 

considered to be from a country if (i) the entity is incorporated in that country, or 
ii) a majority of its shareholding or effective control of the entity is exercised 
from that country; or (iii) more that 50% of the value of the item being supplied 
has been added in that country. India suppliers shall mean those entities which 
meet any if these tests with respect to India.  

 
11. Manufacture   under   license/   technology   collaboration   agreement   with   
phased   indigenization.   While notifying the minimum local content, Nodal Ministries 
may make special provisions for exempting suppliers from meeting the stipulated local 
content if the product is being manufactured in India under a license from a foreign 
manufacturer who holds intellectual property  

right and where there is a technology collaboration agreement/ transfer of 
technology agreement for indigenous manufacture of a product developed abroad 
with clear phasing of increase in local content.  
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PROFORMA FOR PERFORMANCE STATEMENT 
 

(For a period of last 3 years) 
 

Tender No. ______________________________ Date of Opening __________ Time _____Hrs 
Name of the firm _______________________________________________________________ 
 
Sl Order No. & 

Purchaser’s 
address 

Description 
& Qty 

Value of 
Order 
(Rs) 

Date of completion of 
delivery 

Remarks 
indicating 
reasons 
for late 
delivery, if 
any 

Has the 
equipment/ 
stores been 
satisfactorily 
commissioned 
and is it giving 
trouble free 
service 

As per 
contract 

Actual 

        
 
 
 

 
PROFORMA FOR EQUIPMENT & QUALITY CONTROL 

 
Tender No. ______________________________ Date of Opening  __________ Time _____Hrs 
 
1. Name & Full address of the firm: 
2. Telephone/ Fax No. Office/ Factory/ Works 
3. Location of the Factory/ Works 
4. Details of Industrial licence, wherever required as per statutory regulations 
5. Details of Plant & machinery erected and functioning in each department (monograph & description 

pamphlets be supplied, if available) 
6. Production capacity of the item(s) quoted for, with the existing plant & machinery 
 

6.1. Normal 
 
6.2. Maximum 

 
7. Details of arrangement for quality control of products such as laboratory testing equipments etc. 
 
8. Details of staff 
 

8.1. Details of technical supervisory staff-in-charge of production & quality control 
 

8.2. Skilled labour employed 
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9. Are you registered with the Directorate General of Supplies & Disposal, New Delhi, India or any of the 
Zonal Railways/ Production units? If so, furnish particulars of registration, period of currency, etc. 

 
10. Are you a small scale unit registered with the NSIC, India? If so, furnish particulars of registration, period 

of currency, etc. 
 
11. Is your unit an ISO certified unit? If so, furnish particulars of registration, period of currency, etc. 
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Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) / National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) 
 

Model Mandate Form 
 

Investor/customer/vendor’s option to receive payment through RTGS/NEFT mechanism 
 

Name of the Scheme and periodicity of payment 
 
1. Investor/customer/vendor’s name : 
2. Particulars of Bank account : 

A. Name of the Bank : 
B. Name of the branch : 

Address : 
Telephone No. : 

C. IFSC code : 
D. 9- Digit code number of the bank 

and branch appearing on the MICR 
cheque issued by the bank : 

E. Type of the account (S.B., Current or Cash Credit) 
With code (10/11/13) 

F. Ledger and Ledger folio number : 
G. Account number (as appearing on the cheque book) 

 
(In lieu of the bank certificate to be obtained as under, please attach a bank canceled cheque or 
photocopy of a cheque or front page of savings bank passbook issued by your bank for verification of the 
above particulars). 
 

3. Date of effect : 
I hereby declare that the particulars given above are correct and complete. If the transaction is delayed or 
not effected at all for reasons of incomplete or incorrect information, I would not hold the user institution 
responsible. I have read the option invitation letter and agree to discharge the responsibility expected of 
me as a participant under the scheme. 

 
Date : 
           (………………………………………….) 
        Signature of the Investor/Customer/Vendor 
 
 Certified that the particulars furnished above are correct as per our records. 
 
Bank’s Stamp 
 
Date : 
 
 
 (…………………………………….) 
 

       Signature of the authorized official of the bank 
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Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) / National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) 
 

Model letter from a User to a prospective Destination Account Holder  
 
         Date : 
 
Dear Customer/ Investor/Vendor, 
  A new method of payment has been introduced by Reserve Bank of India which provides you 
an option to collect your regular payment through directly credit to your Bank account. This method is fast and 
convenient. Under this system, no payment instrument would be issued to you. Payment instruction would be 
issued to our banker. Railway Board has issued instruction for implementation of RTGS/NEFT system for 
outstation payee. The practice of issuing cheque on outstation RBI branches would be discontinued w.e.f. 
30.08.10. Hence, outstation payees have to ensure to open their accounts with the bank branches 
enabled with RTGS/NEFT or else work out an arrangement to receive funds to their account through 
core banking system. So, we are bound to stop issue of cheque on outstation RBI branches. It would be 
beneficial for you to receive your payment through above system. Salient features of the system are as 
under:- 
2. RTGS :- 

(a) Payees account will be credited within 24 hours of advice from Railway. 
(b) This system is only for payment involving Rs.1 lakhs and above. 
(c) There is nominal clearance charges which is Rs.25/- and Rs.50/- (maximum). 

3. NEFT :- 
(a) Payees account will be credited within three days of advice from Railway. 
(b) This system is for any amount. There is no limitation. 
(c) There is nominal clearance charges which varies from Rs.5/- to Rs.50/- (maximum). 

 
   If you are agreeable to participate in the new payment mechanism, you are requested to fill in the 
Mandate Form attached herewith. The information to be supplied should accurate and complete in all respects 
and duly certified by your bank. 
 
 
 
   
         (                                                ) 
                 Authorized signatory 
           For _______________________ 
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Guarantee Bond 
 
1. In consideration of the President of India (hereinafter called “the Government”) having agreed to exempt 

__________________________________________ (hereinafter called “the said Contractor(s)”) from the 
demand, under the terms and conditions of as Agreement dated _________________ made between 
_________________________________ and ______________________________________________ 
for ____________________________________________________ (herein after called “the said 
Agreement”) of Security deposit for the due fulfillment by the said Contractor(s) of the terms and 
conditions contained in the said Agreement, on production of a Bank Guarantee for Rs. 
_______________________ (Rupees _______________________________________________ only) 
we________________________ (hereinafter referred to as the Bank”) at the request of _____________  
  (indicate the name of the bank) 
Contractor(s) do hereby undertake to pay to the Government any amount not exceeding Rs. 
____________________________________ against any loss or damage caused or suffered or would be 
caused to or suffered by the Government by reason of any breech by the said Contractor(s) of any of the 
terms or conditions contained in the said Agreement. 
 

2. We ___________________________________________ hereby undertake to pay the amounts due and 
         (indicate the name of the bank) 
payable under this guarantee without any demur, merely on a demand from the Government stating that 
the amount claimed is due by way of loss or damage caused to or would be caused to or suffered by the 
Government by reason of breach by the said contractor(s) of any of the terms or conditions contained in 
the said agreement or by reason of the contractor(s) failure to perform the said agreement, Any such 
demand made on the bank shall be conclusive as regards the amount due and payable by the bank 
under this guarantee. However, our liability under this guarantee shall be restricted to an amount not 
exceeding Rs. ________________________________ (Rs. __________________________________). 
 

3. We undertake to pay to the government any money so demanded notwithstanding any dispute or 
disputes raised by the contractor(s)/Supplier(s) in any suite or proceeding before any court of tribunal 
relating thereto our liability under this present being absolute and unequivocal. The payment so made by 
us under this bond shall be valid discharge of our liability for payment there under and the 
contractor(s)/supplier(s) shall have no claim against us for making such payment. 
 

4. We ____________________________________ further agree that the guarantee herein contained shall 
         (indicate the name of the bank) 
remain in full force and effect during the period that would be taken for the performance of the said 
agreement and that it shall continue to be enforceable till all the dues of the Government under or by 
virtue of the said agreement have been fully paid and its claim satisfied or discharged or till 
________________ Office/Deptt.) Ministry of _____________ certified that the terms and conditions of 
the said Agreement have been fully and properly carried out by the said contractor(s) and accordingly 
discharges this guarantee. Unless a demand or claim under this guarantee is made on us in writing on or 
before the ______________________ we shall discharged from all liability under this guarantee 
thereafter. 
 

5. We ______________________________________________ further agree with the Government that the 
         (indicate the name of the bank) 
government shall have the fullest liberty without our consent and without affecting in any manner our 
obligations hereunder to vary any of the terms and conditions of the said agreement or to extend time of 
performance by the said contractor(s) from time to time or to postpone for any time or from time to time 
any of the powers exercisable by the Government against the said contractor(s) and to forebear or 
enforce any of the terms and conditions relating to the said agreement and we shall not be relieved from 
our liability by reason of any such variation, or extension being granted to the said contractor(s) or for any 
forbearance, act or omission or the part of the Government or any indulgence by the government to the 
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said contractor(s) or any such matter on thing whatsoever which under the law relating to sureties would, 
but for this provision, have effect of so relieving us. 
 

6. This guarantee will not be discharged due to the change in the constitution of the Bank or the 
Contractor(s)/Supplier(s). 
 

7. We _________________________ lastly undertake not to revoke this guarantee during its currency 
except with the previous consent of the Government in writing. 

 
 
 
 
        Dated the ________________ day of __________________ 
 
      for _________________________________________ 
                 (indicate the name of the bank) 
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Check sheet for bidders. 

 
 

The bidders are requested to check the tender forms before submission of the same with special reference to 
the following: 
 

 Tender has been filled up properly. 
 

 Requisite Earnest Money has been deposited. 
 

 Description of Stores and Quantity offered are as per tender requirement. 
 

 Rate has been offered both in figures as well as words.  
 

 If the offer is on FOR station of despatch/ Ex-works basis, Freight element has been indicated 
separately.  In case freight element is not indicated, the offer shall be loaded with the prevailing 
Railway Parcel freight to determine the inter-se ranking of the offers. 

 
 If the material is being offered as per firm’s own drawing, copies of the same have been enclosed. 


